Bay Area Science and Engineering Fair (BASEF) 2021
“Virtual Activity Day” Invitation for Grade 7 and 8 Classes
Premier Online Live Events, Evenings Starting at 7 pm
March 21, 23, 24, 25, 2021
Additional Video Shorts – Available Anytime

Dear Teachers,

Are you looking for an excellent science experience for a Grade 7 or 8 class with no entrance fee? BASEF 2021 has created a special premier online live science-based event the week of March 21, 2021. This can be your class’s Science and Technology based virtual school trip for this year! All you need to do is register your class to get the special access code for the premier online events.

The plan this year is to have a series of live premier events in the evenings starting at 7 pm. The live events will start this year on a Sunday evening with a look at the development plans for the Rankine Power Station found just south of Niagara (Horseshoe) Falls that has direct connections to the work of Tesla. Then starting on Tuesday, for three evenings in a row there will be addition presentations to take your mind from the expanse of the universe to the miniature world of the molecule. Tuesday will start with an amazing Tour of the Universe that may hold some impressive features only available in our new virtual world of live streaming. Wednesday will be the inspiring show provided by Venture Academy related to the virtual experiences they are planning around science and engineering for this summer. Finally, the McMaster Chemistry department has totally revamped their Magic of Molecules show that normal completes activity morning in the theatre with a profound virtual version which will allow for demonstrations never possible in a theatre environment.

I also welcome you to explore the second section of virtual activity morning with your class, know as Video Shorts which can be viewed anytime.

Unlike in person Activity Days, this year there will be the ability to have an unlimited number of registered students attend the events.

The Activity Day Webpage can be found at https://www.basef.ca/basef2021/activity-day-2021/
Password: virtual

To book your class into this event send an email with “Virtual Activity Morning 2021 – Class Booking” as email title to kevin.hunt@arcelormittal.com with the following information;
• School
• Teacher
• Teacher contact information – email and telephone
• Grade(s) of classes attending
• Number of students provided the access code

Please title the message: **Virtual Activity Morning 2021 – Class Booking**

Upon registration a special access code for the class will be provided to you to distribute to your students.

The alternative contact method will be through phone by leaving a message:
Kevin Hunt: 905-570-7812

Look to the BASEF website for updates and additional information about the complete fair experience for Grades 7-12 students. [https://www.basef.ca/](https://www.basef.ca/)

Thanks,
Kevin Hunt
BASEF 2021 Activity Day Coordinator